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+12085587953 - http://www.henrysforklodge.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Henry's Fork Lodge from ISLAND PARK. Currently, there
are 15 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What David Williams likes about Henry's Fork Lodge:
Outstanding service, food is top notch and varied every night, caters to fly fishers wanting a top notch

experiential trip. Located one hour south of West Yellowstone entrance. Rooms: Rooms are very nice and
comfortable. These are not luxury rooms but top notch lodge rooms. I had a wood burning fireplace in the room.

Nearby activities: Very close access to many fishing areas. One hour to Yellowstone entrance. Safety:... read
more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or

physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something. What S P
doesn't like about Henry's Fork Lodge:

I‘m sure it is a great place, but they could indicate somewhere on Google or their website when their season
ends. We took a big detour on our roadtrip just to dine here. No one answers the phone, they could at least
record a message read more. If you want to have a drink after work and hang out with friends, Henry's Fork

Lodge from ISLAND PARK is a good bar, here they serve a appetizing brunch for breakfast. Of course, we must
not forget the extensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, and you have the opportunity to

try fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

Mea�
STEAKHOUSE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

ICE CREAM

FISH

PASTA

SALAD

SOUP
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